Abstract-In this paper, we address a new scheme for symbol retrieval based on relation bag-of-features (BOFs) which are computed between the extracted visual primitives. Our feature consists of pairwise spatial relations from all possible combinations of individual visual primitives. The key characteristic of the overall process is to use topological information to guide directional relations. Consequently, directional relation matching takes place only with those candidates having similar topological configurations. A comprehensive study is made by using two different datasets. Experimental tests provide interesting results by establishing user-friendly symbol retrieval application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Document analysis or processing is mainly related to both text and graphic separation, localisation and recognition. According to [1] , document analysis is related to document image analysis (DIA) since the much research has been concerned with document image interpretation such as segmentation, layout understanding and symbol recognition. Our work is to be positioned in this context, as we address the recognition of graphical elements and the localisation of significant or known visual parts of a document.
Graphics recognition has an extremely rich state-of-theart literature in symbol recognition and localisation since the 70's. However, most methods are particularly suited for isolated line symbols, not for composed symbols connected to a complex environment [2] , [3] . Considering the problem of symbol localisation in real documents, composed of individual parts and constrained by spatial relations for instance, global signal based descriptors [4] cannot be applied since they are, unfortunately, primarily designed for applications where line symbols are isolated [5] . As a consequence, one needs to be able to extract visual primitives like points, lines and arcs and formalise the possible links that exist between them. These primitives are then used in structural descriptors like attributed relational graphs (ARG) [6] , region adjacency graphs (RAG) [7] , as well as deformable templates [8] . In this context, the variability of the size of the underlying graph structures leads to computational complexity in matching. Structural approaches however, provide a powerful relational representation, conveying how parts are connected to each other, and are usually considered to be preserving generality and extensibility.
In this paper, we address some of the shortcomings of previous work [9] which combined structural approaches and spatial relations and extend its scope so that it can be used in a context of flexible querying, retrieval and localisation of symbols. This previous work [9] decomposes a symbol in specifically detected elements and uses them as a basis for expressing and computing spatial relations. These elements are further grouped together by type to avoid the NP-hardness of the underlying graph matching problem. However, it needs at least two different types of visual components to compute the required spatial relations, and is therefore unsuited for symbols having only a single vocabulary type (e.g. corners only) -no matter how many visual primitives it contains. The extension and improvements presented in this paper address this by computing all possible relations that exist between individual visual primitives, rather than relying on classes of primitives. Execution time is reduced by the use of Bag of Features (BOF) indexing.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Section II, we explain our method mainly discussing relation BOFs; in Section III our recognition technique is explained; full experimental results are reported in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATION BAG-OF-FEATURES
Given a predefined application context, we define what is semantically significant (circle and corner types, for instance), and extract these primitives from the image. The main idea developed in this section is the construction of "relation BOFs", where all possible pairs of visual primitives pairs have their topological and directional relations computed [9] and are indexed with respect to these relation values. In other words, our bags correspond to topological relations between the visual primitives and directional relations are computed so that relation precision can further be exploited. For example, the sole topological information that two primitives are disconnected does not convey any information about how they are oriented. This means that topological relations may not always be sufficient and that integrating them with directional relations may prove useful for recognition.
For indexing, the number of bags is limited to the number of possible topological relations, regardless of shape, size and number features of the visual primitives that compose the symbol, directional relations are computed and stored in each particular bag, as shown below.
A. Visual vocabulary
We define a set of well controlled visual primitives as a vocabulary using standard image analysis operators. Our current vocabulary set consists of thick, circle and corner components. Fig. 1 shows a We shall refer to this set of relations as
To obtain the topological relation T (℘ 1 , ℘ 2 ), we use the 9-intersection model [10] , [11] relative to the boundaries (∂ * ), interiors ( * o ) and exteriors ( * − ) of ℘ 1 and ℘ 2 . Their definitions use basic set operations like =, � =, ⊆ and ∩ [10] . For example, In this case, the symbol consists of a single thick and several corner visual primitives. The thick primitive is externally connected to a North-East corner . The remaining corners are disconnected to the thick. In a similar manner, there exist externally connected and disconnected intra-corner topological configurations. Finally, we have two different topological categories (and thus bags): disconnected and externally connected.
2) from symbol 2:
In this case, all possible combinations of visual primitives are found to be in disconnected configurations except two neighbouring corners: South-East and North-East that are externally connected. As in item 1, we have two different bags: disconnected and externally connected.
C. Spatial reasoning
We have categorised visual primitives by using their topological relations their vocabulary type information i.e.,
Pairwise spatial relations are often expressed by using one of the objects as reference. For example, ℘ 1 is to the right of ℘ 2 : right(℘ 1 , ℘ 2 ), where ℘ 2 is referenced. In our context, since the number of visual primitives is not always the same, it is difficult to fix a particular primitive as a reference. To avoid such a difficulty, we first set up a unique reference point R from each pair and compute directional relations with respect to it. It can thus avoid potential ambiguity.
Unique reference point set (R). It is either the common portion of two neighbouring sides in the case of disconnected primitives or the intersection in the case of overlapping, equal or otherwise connected primitives. For computational reasons, the visual primitives are encased within their minimum boundary rectangles (MBR).
Directional relations. To compute directional relations between the primitives in all categories, we use the radial line model (RLM) presented in [9] . It should be noted that other spatial relation models could be used as well.
For a given reference point R pc taken to be the centroid of R, we cover the surrounding space by rotating a radial line line(R pc , θ) over a cycle. While rotating, we consider the sector sector(R pc , θ j,j+1 ) delimited by two consecutive radial lines at θ j and θ j+1 . Therefore, we are having a regular radial intervals of θ j,j+1 = the histogram can be computed in that sector. At this point, it is important to notice that value of θ j,j+1 determines the precision (or accuracy) of the histogram. The lower θ j,j+1 , the better the performance [9] . The directional relation D between ℘ 1 and ℘ 2 is defined by combining the histograms corresponding to both elements as
An example is given in Fig. 4 .
III. RECOGNITION
Now that we have defined type, topology and directional signatures, we can describe our recognition method. Symbol recognition is based on relation matching between corresponding pairs of visual primitives. However, in order to reduce combinatorial complexity we only consider configurations where matching candidate pairs share the exact same values for their vocabulary types and topological relations.
A. Relation matching
Consider a symbol S having a set of visual primitives {℘ t i } (meaning primitive i belongs to vocabulary type T t ). All possible pairs of primitives can be categorised in one of the topological configuration categories {C k } and can be attributed a directional relation signature D k (℘ � , where δ(a, b) = ||a − b||. The closest matching distance pairs will be arg minîî � δ(, ) and for all query pairs pair ii � in a particular category k, distance can be aggregated as,
Finally, taking into account all pre-defined categories, the total distance between two symbols becomes
B. Recognition and retrieval
The Dist.(, ) of course, conveys how similar/dissimilar a database symbol is with respect to a query. In order to rank the similarity from 0 to 1, for any query q, we normalise Dist. Dist.
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. We then express similarity
Database symbols are therefore, ranked based on the decreasing order of similarity. In our experiments, we will distinguish "recognition" (search for the closest candidate) from "retrieval" (where closest candidates are retrieved for a given short-list).
IV. EXPERIMENT A. Datasets and evaluation metrics
Datasets. To validate the proposed relation BOFs method, we have primarily tested 1) FRESH dataset [9] and 2) GREC dataset [12] . The latter dataset aims to provide the generality of the approach. FRESH dataset is composed of roughly 500 different known symbols, some of which come from [13] . It shows that symbols may either be very similar in shape -and only differ by slight details -or be completely different from a visual point of view. Symbols may also be composed of other known and significant symbols and need not necessary be connected. In case of GREC dataset, there are altogether 50 different model symbols. Those symbols are grouped into three sets, containing 5, 20 and 50 model symbols. Among many, ideal, scaling and distortion models are used.
Evaluation metrics. For FRESH dataset, since the number of similar symbols (in ground-truths), may vary largely from one query to another, we use retrieval efficiency [14] as a measure for retrieval quality. For a chosen query and for a fixed number of K returned symbols, it can be expressed as,
where n is the number of returned relevant symbols and N the total number of relevant symbols in the dataset. Note that η K computes the traditional recall if N ≤ K and computes precision otherwise. In case of GREC dataset, we employ recognition rate since dataset is fully balanced and composed of labelled ground-truths.
B. Results and analysis
Since our approach is an extension of the work [9] , we can admit some of the conclusions in the latter, and focus only on some essential performance parts without needing to proceed with comparison to the complete state-of-the-art, already presented. In this framework, we primarily focus on including unique reference point set R and directional relational histograms using RLM with respect to Rp c . RLM is applied for both visual primitives and combined together. the FRESH dataset [13] . For evaluation, we have used retrieval efficiency, as described in Section IV-A. These efficiency values have been computed for values of K = 1 to 10, over 30 queries.
We perform a series of experimental tests by using the radial line model 1 [9] and projection model [15] . Our aim is to attest the BOFs approach where relations are taken as candidate features. Figure 5 shows retrieval efficiency for FRESH dataset over requested list: 1 to 10 and recognition rates for GREC dataset. Compared to [9] , for FRESH dataset, relation BOFs possess similar behaviour but with a small improvement (3-4%) from both relation models. In case of GREC dataset, we are not able to provide more than 97%. At this point, it is important to notice that [9] was inoperant on the GREC dataset when a symbol was composed of a collection of only a single visual primitive type: four corners for any rectangle-shaped symbol, for instance.
Considering matching time complexity issue, our approach avoids to process the whole database. This is due to vocabulary type information as well as categorisation principle used in the BOFs. As a consequence, an running time is reduced by more than a factor of 4 in average with respect to when no vocabulary categorisation is used.
C. Extensions
Our results reported in Fig. 5 however, simply do not project real advantages in the context of retrieval problem. To forecast it (while maintaining an appropriate use), we explicitly analyse and extend the approach in two different perspectives: 1) whether the proposed method is able to retrieve significant known parts of the symbol from the composite form; and 2) flexibility in selecting a query 2 .
Both perspectives are illustrated in Fig. 6 . In case of query Q 1 , we provide an isolated symbol as a query and their corresponding retrieved symbols from the database (cf. Fig. 6 ). The example shows that the symbols with known significant parts of symbols (found anywhere in the image) can be retrieved. Based on retrieval performance using query Q 1 , we are interested to use spatial organisation of visual primitives as query, that can be used for localising graphical elements. It eventually provides a user-friendly symbol retrieval. Let us explain it in more details with the help of the following queries Q 2 to Q 4 where user selects pairs of visual primitives which they think are important, aiming to retrieve significant known parts of the symbols i.e., graphical elements in the image. It eventually provides a user-friendly symbol retrieval application in connection with [16] :
Q2. 'Retrieve symbols with a thick inside a circle. ' Based on the query description, symbols are retrieved. In this example, we address spatial relations between the visual primitives without considering shape and size information. Q3. 'Retrieve rectangle-shaped symbols.' To illustrate it, we use a set of four corners facing to each other representing a rectangle and retrieve database symbols accordingly. The idea is just to check whether separate corners are used for separate rectangles. Q4. 'Retrieve rectangle-shaped symbols containing a circle.' This query is employed since we aim to narrow down retrieval with respect to Q 3 . In addition, in this illustration, it addresses an idea of no scaling effect in retrieval.
On the whole, our symbol retrieval attests the fact that there exist no shape and size i.e., scaling, and translation effect in retrieval as long as similar spatial organisation of visual primitives can be found in the database symbol. In contrast to common state-of-the-art approaches (cf. Section I), our method provides an interesting symbol retrieval application. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present relation BOFs approach using the visual primitives that compose a symbol. Our approach uses topological relations to categorise visual primitives in the form of bags where directional relations are computed and stored in addition to vocabulary type information. Such a topological guidance makes our method efficient in two different ways: 1) matching goes only to the relevant candidates i.e., it does not require all computed spatial relations; and 2) running time has been drastically reduced i.e., faster search is possible. We have validated our method with a series experimental tests in the real-world industrial problem. We have also demonstrated the extension of the method by providing a user-friendly symbol retrieval application including the screen-shot of the symbol spotting perspectives in the domain [17] .
